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Abstract 

Expressive art therapy is a non-verbal communication mode that offers the opportunity to explore 

individual psychological problems. Nowadays, psychotherapists have genuinely considered drawings as a 

valid assessment on the mental status of individuals. In our study, the art therapy assessments were 

subjected to reveal varies traits of a psychiatric patient after art therapy. The client, referred from a teaching 

mental hospital in the southern Taiwan, is a female adult diagnosed with Major Depressive Disorder as well 

as Borderline Personality Disorder. Her original clinical symptoms upon referral were characterized by the 

self-inflicted injury, impulsion, irritability, instability of interpersonal relationships and suicidal behaviors. 

During her hospitalization from 2006 to 2009, she accepted totally 53 individual art therapies. After a few 

months later, further art assessments including the Silver Drawing Test (SDT) and Draw a Story (DAS) 

were followed to evaluate her emotional status, perception of interpersonal relationships, motivations, 

interests and attitudes. As the result, the Predictive Drawing Task and the Drawing from Observation Task 

of SDT both manifested normality. Meanwhile, the Drawing from Imagination Task of SDT indicated 

moderate degree of negative emotions, and her ability to �Select� was characterized as conceptual, 

imaginative and of well-organized ideation; her ability to �Combine� as well as to �Represent� showed no 

obvious barrier. However, both DAS and the Drawing from Imagination Task of SDT indicated moderate 

degree of negative emotions, which manifested her feelings of fright, frustration, misfortune and fear. 

Therapists commonly would evaluate progress in the related referral issues, yet oversee the possibility of 

underline dangerous emotions. These results suggested that we could utilize art assessments, such as SDT 

and DAS, to screen a client�s hidden and plausible risky depressive mood or other undiscovered problems, 

especially when both art assessments are not time-consuming and can be easily learned or used by art 

therapists, teachers, psychologists and other researchers.  
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